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JOIN US AT THE SHOW
Maison et Objet has been around since 1995 as the international trade fair for the lifestyle,
decoration and design sector. And today has become the not-to-be missed event for industry
professionals seeking design solutions. 
 
DUISTT is proudly presenting a collection inspired in the design and architecture of the 70s, mainly
from references where round and curved shapes play a main role. 

SIGNATURE - FOREVER
 "Forever" signature is the space that gathers the leading names in decoration and design.  Here
professionals can find the very essence of decoration. You can find us exhibiting our designs at hall
8, stand B7. 



OSCAR COLLECTION
The starting point to this new collection was Oscar.  Inspired by the curved lines poetry of Oscar
Niemeyer’s architecture, Oscar collection allures for its sensual and free-flowing curves. Like
Niemeyer once said “Curves make up the entire Universe” as this contemporary set of sofas will
surely make up any living room adding a sophisticated and timeless appeal.

Shown fully upholstered in Duistt 100% cotton velvet
collection.

Shown fully upholstered in a special woven fabric.



BOSSA COLLECTION
Revisiting the Brazilian design and popular music from this culture, Bossa collection was born. 
A composition that includes a set of two coffee tables and one side table.

Bossa square coffee table features a high gloss mahogany
solid wood combined with natural cane and glass at the top.

Bossa side table features a high gloss mahogany solid wood combined with a
small detail of extra mate mahogany.

Bossa rectangular coffee table features a structure in natural
oak.



COPACABANA BOOKCASE
Inspired by the brazilian sidewalk shapes, Copacabana is a clean-lined bookcase.
Copacabana bookcase features a structure in natural oak with brushed brass details and plates,
which can be changeable, in travertine marble and high gloss black lacquered wood.



APOLLO COLLECTION
Combining high  levels of comfort and style, Apollo appeals because of its iron structure blended
with a finest selection of fabrics. A collection that features an armchair, dining chair and bar stool. 



WORMLEY COLLECTION
WORMLEY collection pays a tribute to American design from the 50s and the modernist
movement of that period. A modern collection that offers lightness and elegance in its lines.



ABOUT DUISTT
Created in Oporto in 2014, DUISTT is a high-end furniture brand. 
 
Like the city, the company breaths history and modernity. We blend ancient knowledge and
techniques with modern aesthetics. 
 
DUISTT designs refined and sophisticated pieces with major comfort and quality. We pursue
perfection in every aspect of our products. Handmade pieces crafted with art that are absolutely
unique and can last generations.
 
DUISTT works with some of the finest architects, interior designers and showrooms all over the
world.
 
We invite you to discover our elegant and timeless designs and we hope it brings you pleasure.
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